BAUMA 2007 – A Review

This year again, KINSHOFER has attended successfully – and most importantly, much bigger than in 2004 – the key trade show for construction of the world, Bauma 2007 at the new fair ground in Munich-Riem. And not just the size was new for KINSHOFER, but also the collaboration with the company Lehnhoff Hartstahl under one roof with the motto: „Two Companies – One Goal!“

Together with over 3.000 other exhibitors from about 190 countries, KINSHOFER presented itself at the Bauma 2007. Even more innovations arose for the company. Unlike Bauma 2004, the booth was much bigger and more extensive this year and the visitors could see all the attachments in action mounted on a crane or excavator. Furthermore, KINSHOFER shared the booth with the company Lehnhoff Hartstahl. Both companies are connected through long-term, successful business relations and now additionally through the memories of the good collaboration at the trade fair.

Besides all that, KINSHOFER customers could see for the first time the new face of the company in the form of the new KINSHOFER corporate identity.

The range of the exhibited products was wide: already well-known, established products were arranged next to new developments and additions. Part of the latter are the demolition shears MQP, DRP and DSP or the bigger, reinforced versions of the already known demolition and sorting tools. On the left side you can see both representatives in deep embrace as a farewell for the fair in the last day.

Introduced as well was the TTXmotor, a tilt-turn motor, that increases the productivity and versatility of the carrier by far, or the STXdrive, a drive system, that saves the attachments almost maintenance-freely from hydraulic cylinders and connecting hoses. Here, the HPXdrive should not be forgotten, that could be seen again this year mounted on a number of attachments. It could also be seen in a new, bigger version on two demolition and sorting grabs.

The physical well-being was taken care of in the beautifully decorated gazebo and the entertainment was not missed out neither. At night you could hear the hot sounds of the Boogie-Night, while during the day the visitors could listen to good, Bavarian folk music.

The two excavators demonstrated the KINSHOFER- and Lehnhoff-products during the entire day. Once you could see a KINSHOFER-HPX-grapple with a Lehnhoff-quick hitch coupler mounted on a truck crane, and then a KINSHOFER demolition and sorting grab with Lehnhoff-adapter mounted on an excavator.

For both companies, Bauma 2007 was a full success and a precious, beautiful and interesting experience. Both companies keep working together to improve their products, always with the same goal, to ensure the safety and satisfaction of the customers.

"Two Companies – One Goal!"

KINSHOFER and Lehnhoff have proved this year, that it is possible!